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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2015, the Healthcare Is a Human Right (HCHR) Campaign first published a financing plan for Green Mountain Care, the universal, publicly financed health care system set forth by Vermont’s State Legislature in Act 48. We prepared this plan to demonstrate that Vermont would greatly benefit from universal health care funded by progressive taxes, and to counteract a false narrative that Vermont can’t afford universal health care. In the years since, we have witnessed mounting evidence of the unaffordability of Vermont’s current privatized, multi-payer health care system for enormous numbers of residents. Some 182,000 Vermont residents (one in three adults under 65) are underinsured, and cost barriers force over 50,000 people to delay or skip medical care every year. Residents and employers are straining under ever-higher premiums and deductibles, hospitals are closing unprofitable programs despite communities’ medical needs, Springfield Hospital and its health centers are in bankruptcy and at risk of shutting down or cutting services, OneCare Vermont has amassed undemocratic power to determine prices, staffing, and other key health care decisions, and COVID-19 is exposing health and economic injustices and the precariousness of privately financing hospitals. We are re-releasing this financing plan to demonstrate that financing Green Mountain Care (GMC) is both feasible and necessary.

Act 48 directed the State of Vermont to create “Green Mountain Care, a universal health care program that will provide health benefits through a single payment system” and “to provide, as a public good, comprehensive, affordable, high-quality, publicly financed health care coverage for all Vermont residents.” The Act did not include financing, but required the governor’s administration to produce a plan for financing that was “sufficient, fair, predictable, transparent, sustainable, and shared equitably” by January 2013.

In December 2014, then-Governor Peter Shumlin finally released a financing plan. The governor’s plan showed that Green Mountain Care could extend comprehensive health coverage to everyone in the state, cover 94% of people’s medical costs, and simultaneously raise net incomes for nine out of ten Vermont families. His plan, in other words, made the public health and economic equity benefits of Green Mountain Care clear.

Yet the governor made a political decision to abandon his own financing plan and not shepherd it through the legislature, saying that “the time isn’t right” and that financing Green Mountain Care “would likely hurt our economy.” He defended this assertion by pointing to the 11.5% payroll tax his financing plan would place on small businesses. The governor was correct in that his political choice to include this tax failed to meet Act 48’s mandate: to come up with a plan for financing that was “shared equitably.” Rather than meet his mandate in good faith, he sought to propose an unfair tax and convert it into an incontrovertible fiscal fact that blocks the implementation of universal publicly financed healthcare for all. Governor Shumlin could have easily proposed a plan that progressively taxed big, profitable corporations more than small businesses, but this would have required challenging corporate and wealthy interests. He and the legislature chose to sacrifice Act 48 instead.

The plan we set forth in this report, in contrast, demonstrates that through a combination of progressively designed income, wealth, and payroll taxes, Vermont can fully finance Green Mountain Care from its tax base. What’s more, Vermont can do so while guaranteeing health care to all residents, expanding benefits to include dental and other essential care, protecting residents and businesses from rising health care costs, and promoting income and wealth equality. We propose:

---

2. Ibid.
4. Peter Shumlin et al. (2014), 54.
1. **A progressive income tax** that replaces the premiums, deductibles, most out-of-pocket costs, dental bills, and other medical fees that patients and families currently pay with a tax tied to households’ income. This will eliminate cost barriers to care, finance the health care system equitably, and provide all residents with health and financial security. It exempts households below 138% of the federal poverty line (FPL), taxes low and middle-income households with incomes of 138% to 523% FPL on a sliding scale ranging from 1% to 10.5% of adjusted gross income, and eliminates the governor’s proposed tax subsidy for the wealthiest households (those with an annual income of over $289,000).

2. **A wealth tax** of 5% on unearned income from stocks, dividends, capital gains, interest, and the trading of stocks and derivatives. Households with incomes of less than $200,000 would be taxed at a lower rate, and families with less than $50,000 of income would pay nothing. Over three-quarters of the revenue from this tax would come from those with incomes above $200,000.

3. **A progressive payroll tax** based on wage disparity would replace current employer premiums. Small businesses and companies with more equitable wage ratios would pay lower rates than large companies and those with big pay disparities among workers. Our tax model shows that all businesses with fewer than 50 workers – the vast majority of Vermont businesses – would pay a much lower tax rate than the governor’s proposed flat tax of 11.5%, with 60% of businesses paying an average tax rate of 4% or less. All businesses would be able to reduce their taxes by equalizing wages.

4. **Comprehensive benefits** including all health benefits required by the Affordable Care Act and proposed in the governor’s plan, but also dental, vision, and hearing care.

5. **Minimal out-of-pocket costs for patients**: Ideally, out-of-pocket costs should be zero to eliminate cost barriers to care and avoid placing undue financial burdens on people with chronic illnesses. Due to data availability constraints, we were unable to model 0% cost sharing. Instead we borrow the governor’s proposed 94% actuarial value, which would require Green Mountain Care to pay for 94% of the average cost of residents’ health care and leave families to pick up the remaining 6% out of pocket. This would not affect patients with Medicaid, as Medicaid rules would remain unchanged in the new system.

Together these proposals demonstrate that Vermont can finance Green Mountain Care by capturing existing health care funding streams from government, employers and individuals but sharing them more equitably. Our proposal guarantees health care for all and distributes payments more equitably, both for residents and businesses. This fulfills key mandates of Act 48, helps Vermont achieve a more just, democratic society, and proves false the governor’s claim that publicly financing health care was economically unfeasible.

We have designed our tax model to maximize equity while closely mirroring the governor’s plan, taking advantage of the cost estimates made available in the administration’s report. However, despite our public records request submitted to the administration in January 2015, the econometric model the administration used to make its calculations was not made publicly available. Therefore, we have developed our own methodology for calculating tax obligations and revenue. We draw on data from a combination of reports and datasets – the governor’s proposal, Dr. Hsiao’s report, a RAND report, and a UMass/Wakely report as well as primary data sources, mainly from the Internal Revenue Service, the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Vermont Department of Labor. Because these reports projected forward to make estimates for 2017 – the mandated but missed GMC implementation deadline – and we draw on their data, we have designed our model to calculate revenue and expenditures for 2017. We describe our methodology in more detail in the appendices. Although our data do not extend to 2020 or beyond, they are sufficiently robust to show that it is entirely possible to finance Green Mountain Care equitably, benefiting the vast majority of Vermont residents and businesses.

We strongly urge the Vermont State Legislature to fulfill its obligations under Act 48 and finance Green Mountain Care, beginning by passing legislation to require the Agency of Human Services and Green Mountain Care Board to produce new and up-to-date financing and benefit plans.\(^5\)

---

2. HUMAN RIGHTS VISION

Healthcare financing is a matter of justice and human rights. The system of private, market-based payment for healthcare has caused a deep crisis of inequity that the state of Vermont must address now. The Healthcare Is a Human Right (HCHR) Campaign presents this proposal for equitable, public healthcare financing, speaking for thousands of people affected by this crisis. Too many people cannot use their limited insurance plans to get adequate care, struggle with high out-of-pocket costs and unpaid bills, and have unmet health needs. People’s health and wellbeing are on the line.

Market-based health insurance financing is profoundly inequitable: low-income people pay proportionally more for healthcare than the wealthy, while making do with low-value insurance plans. One in five people are struggling with medical bills, while ten Blue Cross Blue Shield of Vermont (BCBSVT) executives are paid up to half a million dollars each. This failing system—with its different and unequal insurance products, different and unequal prices for health services, and different and unequal access to doctors—costs Vermont a fortune. Healthcare spending is growing faster than the state’s GDP, and this trend will continue if we fail to act. We can no longer afford to protect and perpetuate a healthcare system that is both wasteful and unjust.

Vermont is in a prime position to implement a publicly financed healthcare system that guarantees access to care for all, increases equity, and reduces costs. To do so, we do not require new money; we need to share existing payments more equitably. In this report, the HCHR Campaign shows how this can be achieved in Vermont by 2017. We develop an equitable healthcare financing plan that is grounded in Governor Peter Shumlin’s proposals for Green Mountain Care and that provides solutions to the questions raised in his report. We present cost and revenue models that demonstrate that it is not only possible, but financially and economically advantageous to implement a publicly financed healthcare system in Vermont.

HUMAN RIGHTS PRINCIPLES FOR HEALTHCARE FINANCING

The HCHR Campaign has been building a people’s movement for the human right to healthcare since 2008. Our goal is to realize the human right to healthcare in Vermont by establishing a universal healthcare system that provides healthcare as a public good for all. This system must be guided by the human rights principles of universality, equity, transparency, accountability and participation. We successfully advocated for the incorporation of these principles into Act 48, Vermont’s universal healthcare law, passed in 2011.

---


7 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Vermont, Annual Statement (Vermont Department of Financial Regulation, 2013).


9 Peter Shumlin et al., Green Mountain Care: A Comprehensive Model for Building Vermont’s Universal Healthcare System, December 30, 2014.

Act 48 set Vermont on the road to establishing a publicly financed healthcare system, Green Mountain Care (GMC), by 2017. It did not prescribe a financing mechanism but stated that the “financing of health care in Vermont must be sufficient, fair, predictable, transparent, sustainable, and shared equitably.”

In 2012, the HCHR Campaign published a healthcare financing report that analyzed the compatibility of various financing mechanisms and revenue sources with human rights standards. We used the five basic human rights principles to develop detailed financing standards to guide the design of the GMC financing plan. To ensure universality, financial resources must follow health needs, and the financing plan has to ensure the sufficiency of funds. To ensure equity, financing has to be public, using progressive taxes. Access to care should be free at the point of service. To ensure accountability, transparency and participation, healthcare financing and administration has to move from the private to the public sector and support people’s participation in governance.

Guided by these principles, the HCHR Campaign’s 2012 report proposed a progressive income tax, a wealth tax and a graduated payroll tax on employers to finance GMC. We suggested that decision-makers ground their policy choices in the human rights standards that are reflected in Act 48. Yet when the governor’s plan was finally published on December 30, 2014 – missing Act 48’s deadline of January 2013 by almost two years – it was not based on principles. Although the governor proposed income and payroll taxes for healthcare, these taxes were not designed to function in a sufficiently equitable way. The failure to adequately take into account individuals’ and businesses’ ability to pay contributed to dooming the governor’s proposals – an unnecessary fate for an otherwise sound plan. Guided by human rights principles, the HCHR Campaign seeks to propose necessary design changes to the governor’s plan, so that it can be used to guide the implementation of GMC.

HUMAN RIGHTS ASSESSMENT OF THE GOVERNOR’S PROPOSALS

The HCHR Campaign conducted a basic human rights assessment of the governor’s healthcare financing proposals. By flagging issue areas in need of better solutions, this assessment offers a guide for the development of a financing plan that improves and expands on the governor’s proposals.

Human Rights Assessment of Governor Shumlin’s Financing Plan:

Universality
- **Populations included:** The governor’s plan is inclusive, though it carves out the Medicare population in the absence of a federal waiver. It offers no Medicare wrap-around for seniors.
- **Health services provided:** The governor’s plan excludes dental, vision, hearing and long-term care.

Equity
- **Out-of-pocket costs:** At an actuarial value of 94% GMC greatly improves on commercial plans, but low-income and sick people would still struggle with co-pays. Seniors, in particular, would continue to face high Medicare out-of-pocket costs.
- **Income Tax:** The governor’s income tax proposal is more equitable than private premiums. However, the tax rate rises rather steeply for middle income people, while payments are capped for the wealthy.
- **Payroll Tax:** The governor’s payroll tax is flat, which means businesses’ contributions are not based on their ability to pay.

---

11 Ibid., 18 VSA § 9371.
Accountability

- **GMC Operations**: The governor’s proposed public utility model for healthcare administration would enable better regulation but also monopolizes the position of a private insurer and guarantees operating surpluses.

- **System costs**: Public oversight and control of healthcare prices is assumed to happen at a future stage, and savings from such rate setting are not explicitly calculated. Rate setting for drug prices, e.g. through price negotiation, is not included at all.

Transparency

- **Income and payroll taxes**: Taxes are more transparent than insurance premiums and other hidden fees.

- **System costs**: The governor’s plan assumes administrative costs will have close to commercial-level overheads (7%); and costs will grow at 4% annually. The assumptions and data points behind these projections and trends are unclear. It is unclear what specific savings have been accounted for.

Participation

- **Health services provided**: The governor’s exclusion of dental, vision and hearing care does not take into account the health needs expressed by Vermont residents in consultations held by the state after the passage of Act 48.

- **GMC Operations**: Neither a private contracting arrangement nor a public utility model enables meaningful public participation in governance.

3. METHODOLOGY

Over the past decade, many studies, analyses, designs, projections, and models have examined the feasibility of universal, publicly financed healthcare in Vermont. Produced by academics, consultants and government officials, this body of work offers a rich source of information for moving to the implementation stage of GMC. The HCHR campaign draws on this work to produce a concrete financing plan for implementing GMC in the timeframe set out by Act 48. Our contribution consists of creating data-based solutions that are grounded in the principle of equity and demonstrate that universal healthcare is economically viable and beneficial to the people of Vermont.

We consider the most recent report, the governor’s proposal, as the blueprint for GMC; indeed we believe the decision to implement public financing could have been made based on the evidence provided by that report, despite its shortcomings. Since this did not happen, we chose to develop solutions to the problems raised in the governor’s report, and we put these forward here to facilitate the implementation of public healthcare financing. In other words, we seek to make the governor’s report more useful for moving GMC forward. This is why we have maintained comparability with the governor’s report wherever possible and why we explain our improvements next to his proposals. In addition to drawing on the governor’s report and appendices, we also received advice from his team, although two public records requests submitted by the campaign were not filled.

---

Other key data sources for this report are the RAND report\textsuperscript{14}, the UMass/Wakely report\textsuperscript{15}, and the Hsiao report.\textsuperscript{16}

We used primary data sources for our revenue proposals, mainly from the IRS, the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Vermont Department of Labor. We took the greatest departure from the governor’s report with the development of a new payroll tax model, with the pro bono help of an expert data scientist.

DATA LIMITATIONS

Unlike the Administration, we did not have access to the econometric microsimulation model used to develop the governor’s projections and trend them forward. Instead, we developed our revenue proposals using the best available data, creating a new data model for a different type of payroll tax, and cross-checking our results against the governor’s projections. While we had to limit our estimates to 2017, we are confident that our plan is viable in the longer term, since we project a very robust fiscal position for the GMC Fund in that year. We had no access to the primary data used by the Administration to prepare the governor’s report; instead, we used the secondary sources listed above, supplemented with publicly available primary data. Throughout the report we explain the methodological limitations faced by the different parts of our plan.

We intend our proposals to revive a serious planning and transition process for public healthcare financing, and we expect that this will be supported by the Joint Fiscal Office (JFO). We recommend that the JFO and the Administration take our proposals and conduct their own cost and revenue analysis to ensure that the best and most updated data is applied to support the implementation of GMC.

4. POPULATIONS AND THE PRINCIPLE OF UNIVERSALITY

The principle of universality is an essential foundation of human rights. All people, without exception, are entitled to exercise their human rights, including the right to healthcare. This basic principle is undermined by the federal government’s failure to enact a national universal healthcare system, and leaves states challenged to establish subnational systems that, by definition, limit the population scope to state residents.

In Vermont, Act 48 adopted this definition of universality: “The purpose of Green Mountain Care is to provide, as a public good, comprehensive, affordable, high-quality, publicly financed health care coverage for all Vermont residents.”\textsuperscript{17}

However, the law also references federal limitations: populations currently part of federal health programs, specifically Medicare and TRICARE, cannot be automatically included in a state-based program. Federally supported or sponsored programs – Medicaid, CHIP, and federal employees’ health insurance – are more flexible and can be merged with GMC. Since Vermont already has a Medicaid waiver, those populations can be integrated so long as their benefits are not reduced. Federal employees are free to choose their health plans. As a result, our proposal assumes, as does the governor’s, that Medicaid recipients and federal employees will be part of GMC, but that Medicare and TRICARE populations cannot be included without a federal waiver. We

\textsuperscript{14} Christine Eibner et al., \textit{The Economic Incidence of Healthcare Spending in Vermont}, January 2015.
\textsuperscript{15} University of Massachusetts Medical School Center for Health Law and Economics, and, and Wakely Consulting Group, Inc., \textit{State of Vermont Health Care Financing Plan Beginning Calendar Year 2017 Analysis}, January 24, 2013.
\textsuperscript{16} William C. Hsiao, Steven Kappel, and Jonathan Gruber, \textit{Act 128 Health System Reform Design: Achieving Affordable Universal Health Care in Vermont}, February 17, 2011.
\textsuperscript{17} 33 V.S.A § 1821, http://www.leg.state.vt.us/statutes/fullchapter.cfm?Title=33&Chapter=018.
recommend that the state redouble its efforts to obtain a Medicare waiver, in particular since the Medicare program has significant gaps that leave many seniors without adequate access to care. This is why, in contrast to the governor’s plan, we propose that GMC includes measures to increase seniors’ access to care, as outlined below.

Wherever legally possible, our proposal follows Act 48’s requirement to include all residents, defined as every person living in Vermont, including immigrants with and without documentation. Unlike the governor’s proposal, we do not, at this point, seek to expand GMC to residents of other states who work in Vermont, although we propose exploring the expansion to out-of-state residents including people from other states in the future.

**MEDICARE AFFORDABILITY CREDIT**

In order to remedy the disparity between access to care for individuals enrolled in Green Mountain Care and those enrolled in Medicare, which has much higher out-of-pocket costs, we propose a Medicare Affordability Credit for seniors with incomes under $65,000.

Our Medicare Affordability Credit provides out-of-pocket cost relief for those whose primary coverage is Medicare (i.e. not dual eligibles or others with secondary Medicare coverage, because they are already fully covered by GMC) and whose incomes are under 523% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). This is how the credit will work (see Appendix A for Methodology):

- GMC provides average savings of $497 per person per year in out-of-pocket (OOP) costs in 2017 (based on the governor’s projected $258 million reduction in OOP Costs)
- Medicare recipients will receive an income-sensitive credit, guided by the general GMC OOP cost reductions, for out-of-pocket costs, provided their income is at or lower than 523% FPL. The credit amount will be determined based on a person’s income as a percent of FPL.
- The credit will start at 200% of the cost reduction received by those with Green Mountain Care primary coverage, and will decrease as incomes rise. Figure 1 below shows the credit amount in relation to income, as measured by % FPL.
- The Medicare Affordability Credit will be given to seniors in the form of a preloaded card that can be used at the point of service.

---

18 Green Mountain Care Board, *Report Regarding the Costs and Health Services Provided to Undocumented Immigrants*, January 24, 2013, 7.
OUT-OF-STATE RESIDENTS

The governor’s proposal included residents from other states who work in Vermont. We estimate that the cost of including this population, around 61,000 people, would be approximately $350 million. According to the governor’s modeling outputs, part of that cost would be offset by an income tax contribution from those out-of-state residents of $150 million.

We firmly believe that all residents of the United States, bar none, should be guaranteed health care through a universal, publicly financed health care system, but because of the nature of federalism and State of Vermont’s mandate to care for its residents, we propose including out-of-state residents in a later phase of GMC and prioritize the core population—Vermont residents—as required by Act 48 in the initial establishment of GMC. We also encourage neighboring states—and Congress—to pursue their own plans for universal, publicly financed health care.

5. HEALTH SERVICES AND THE PRINCIPLE OF UNIVERSALITY

The principle of universality in healthcare has two aspects—who is included in the healthcare system and what services are included to ensure people’s health. The right to healthcare extends to all people and includes the provision of all needed care. Act 48 requires that comprehensive, medically necessary services are provided to all residents, yet it leaves some specific decisions to the Green Mountain Care Board (GMCB). We assume that the GMCB will undertake a full review of the list of services proposed by the governor, and we encourage the board to shift away from the insurance practice of listing benefits and instead presume the provision of all necessary care, as is the practice in other universal healthcare systems.

---

19 This was calculated by multiplying the average cost PMPM by 12 months per year by the total number of commuters, 61,000.
The HCHR Campaign proposes the inclusion of dental, vision and hearing care in GMC, all of which are excluded from the governor’s proposal. We also recommend a phased-in approach for long-term care, starting with a commission on long-term care. Such a commission should design public financing options for long-term care, with a view to phasing in long-term care over the first five years of GMC operations.

**DENTAL, VISION, AND HEARING CARE**

Dental, vision and hearing care constitute medically necessary healthcare and as such must be part of Green Mountain Care, whose purpose is to provide comprehensive services that include all medically necessary care. The health and financial crisis caused by the widespread lack of access to dental care in particular has been well-documented.\(^{20}\) The unjustifiable exclusion of certain body parts from the standard definition of benefits in the current health insurance system has harmed personal and population health alike. The governor’s main proposal, however, did not include adult dental, vision and hearing care, although optional scenarios were prepared, based on the requirement in Act 48.

The HCHR Campaign proposes the inclusion of full adult dental, vision and hearing care. In calculating the cost of these services, we were limited to data provided in the governor’s report, as well as the Hsiao and UMass/Wakely reports. We chose the most comprehensive scenario calculated by the Administration (Scenario 2, Appendix, Table B-1.2),\(^ {21}\) and added federal employees (10,000) and employees in need of wrap-around for their employer-sponsored coverage (31,000).\(^ {22}\) We left all other assumptions in place, including the rather hefty 7% administrative costs built into the per member per month (PMPM) cost.

**Table 1. Cost of Adult Dental Care (based on governor’s figures)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMC without Medicaid</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMPM cost</td>
<td>$41.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated GMC Adults</td>
<td>300,150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Cost</td>
<td>$ 149,114,520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicaid</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMPM cost</td>
<td>$11.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated GMC Adults</td>
<td>81,822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Cost</td>
<td>$11,600,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total 2017 Cost</strong></td>
<td><strong>$160,714,520</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For vision and hearing care we used the only options provided by the Administration, and once again added federal employees and those with ESI.

---


\(^{21}\) Table B-1.2 in Shumlin et al., *Green Mountain Care: A Comprehensive Model for Building Vermont’s Universal Healthcare System*, Appendix B-1.

\(^{22}\) Since we had insufficient data to subtract children, who already receive dental, vision and hearing care, from the added federal employee and ESI groups, this led us to overestimating the GMC population in need of these services.
Table 2. Cost of Adult Vision Care (based on governor’s figures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMC without Medicaid</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMPM cost</td>
<td>$7.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated GMC Adults</td>
<td>300,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Cost</td>
<td>$28,094,040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medicaid (hardware only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMC without Medicaid</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMPM cost</td>
<td>$4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated GMC Adults</td>
<td>81,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Cost</td>
<td>$4,600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 2017 Cost</td>
<td>$32,694,040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Cost of Adult Hearing Care (based on governor’s figures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMC without Medicaid</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMPM cost</td>
<td>$0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated GMC Enrollees</td>
<td>300,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Cost</td>
<td>$1,872,936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medicaid (already covers hearing care)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMC without Medicaid</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMPM cost</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated GMC Enrollees</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Cost</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 2017 Cost</td>
<td>$1,872,936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Providing adult dental, vision and hearing care at the level calculated by the Administration will add another $195,281,496 to the total cost of GMC.
PHASING OUT USER FEES

The universal provision of care is also challenged by user fees, or cost-sharing, which create barriers to using needed services and result in inequitable access to care.23 The governor’s proposed actuarial value of 94%, while higher than commercial insurance plans, maintains out-of-pocket charges in GMC that disproportionately harm sick people and those with low incomes. The HCHR Campaign proposes a transition to a fully pre-paid, public healthcare system that decouples payment entirely from the use of care, so that healthcare becomes free at the point of service. Transitioning the proposed GMC population to 100% A/V would, according to the governor’s report, cost $201 million,24 and we propose planning this transition as soon as possible.

6. HEALTH SYSTEM OPERATIONS AND THE PRINCIPLE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

Green Mountain Care is a public good and, as such, should be publicly financed and publicly administered. Any private subcontracting arrangement would not only significantly reduce transparency and accountability, but would also be more expensive, as experiences with the Catamount program have shown.25 The governor’s proposal appears to take one step in the direction of ending the privatization of healthcare administration by proposing a public utility approach to administering GMC operations. His report suggested that the payment for health services be executed through a public-private partnership with the private partner operating as either a “designated public utility” or a “designated facilitator.” The private partner would be expected to bring appropriate financial reserves, expertise in administering coverage and negotiating rates, and access to other provider networks.

This public utility approach essentially warrants the publicly sanctioned and regulated private monopoly that comes with this designation, guaranteeing the regulated private company operating revenues and reasonable returns for investors.26 In order to improve transparency, accountability, and participation, the HCHR Campaign instead proposes to move healthcare administration from the private to the fully public realm by establishing a public corporation as the administrator of GMC. This proposal is congruous with the mandate to provide publicly financed healthcare “as a public good” for all Vermont residents.27 Rather than creating an entirely new body, we see the Green Mountain Care Board (GMCB) as best placed to take on this role. With additional powers, it could become a public corporation similar to other Vermont public authorities.

The facilitation of provider relationships and administration of claims through the GMCB is consistent with the powers already granted to the board by Act 48, and will ensure the public participation, transparency, and accountability that is required by GMC principles.28 The GMC Board already is required to:

- Solicit public input (18 VSA §9378),
- Adhere to the state agency procedures relative to rules (18 VSA §9380), including those involving payment reform and cost containment (which are to be issued only after engaging Vermonters and submitting methodologies to the General Assembly (18 VSA §9375)

---

24 Shumlin et al., Green Mountain Care: A Comprehensive Model for Building Vermont’s Universal Healthcare System, Appendix B–1.
26 30 VSA §1 et. seq.
27 33 VSA §1821.
28 18 VSA §9371.
- Adopt an administrative appeals process (18 VSA §9381)
- Conduct investigations and issue subpoenas (18 VSA §9374(i))
- Establish consumer, patient, business and health care professional advisory groups to provide input and recommendations [18 VSA §9374(e)(1)]
- Seek advice from the Office of Health Care Advocate [18 VSA §9374(f)], and
- Make annual reports to the General Assembly (18 VSA §9375).

The conversion of GMCB to a public, state-owned corporation could, far more efficiently than a public utility approach, fulfill Act 48’s directives to establish GMC in a “seamless and equitable manner” through a “simplified, uniform, single administrative system.” Administrative functions unified in a single public corporation and coordinated with the Agency would include a range of tasks, as listed in the governor’s report. Fifteen function areas are flagged for “further analysis,” among them medical necessity determinations, enrollment, program integrity and customer service. We consider each of these function areas as clear public responsibilities, to be carried out by a public corporation or a public agency.\(^\text{30}\)

**CONVERTING BCBSVT TO A PUBLIC CORPORATION AND CAPTURING ITS RESERVES**

We propose that the GMCB become the successor public corporation to Blue Cross Blue Shield Vermont (BCBSVT), which is a non-profit public asset of Vermont that currently possesses $214 million in assets, with $81 million in liabilities.\(^\text{31}\) The roughly $132 million in surplus it currently maintains could be used to fund the transition to and administration of GMC, were the non-profit company dissolved and its assets, liabilities and obligations received by a new public corporation, the GMCB, transformed into a public corporation.

Last year, the General Assembly appeared to anticipate such a conversion by directing the Vermont Department of Financial Regulation to examine the financial and legal considerations of Health Insurance Company dissolution.\(^\text{32}\) The Department opined that BCBSVT could be dissolved by statute, yet withheld conclusions about asset transference absent a specific proposal.\(^\text{33}\) It did note, however, that non-profit dissolution customarily warrants the transfer of assets to a charity or public corporation.\(^\text{34}\) We propose to give the GMC Board the powers to be this corporation.

This approach will reduce GMC operations cost, starting with the insurance reserves included in the governor’s plan. The governor determined that the state would need to have access to reserves to account for “claims risk” and unexpected slowdowns in the economy. The Administration’s actuarial firm, Wakely Consulting Group, estimated that GMC would require between $70 and $117 million in reserve capital were it treated identically to

\(^{29}\) See 33 VSA §1821 and 18 VSA §9373(5).

\(^{30}\) For example, Act 48’s goal is to “ensure universal access to and coverage for high quality, medically necessary health services for all Vermonters.” 18 VSA §9371(1). Historically, privatized determinations of medical necessity have frequently led to unnecessary denials and costly grievance and appeals. Additionally, there is little justification for bifurcating customer service and grievances, with a private entity handling the former and a public agency the latter (as the Governor suggests). Efficiency demands unitary administration of both these functions, as well as fraud and abuse determinations. As the Agency of Human Services already is responsible for GMC eligibility determinations under 33 VSA §1824, efficiency also warrants the Agency handle GMC enrollment as well.

\(^{31}\) BCBSVT’s 2013 Annual Statement, on File with the VT Department of Financial Regulation.


\(^{33}\) BCBSVT is a creation of state law, See 8 VSA §4511 et. seq.; 8 VSA §4581 et. seq.; and 11B VSA §1 et. seq. In 1984, the Vermont Supreme Court found that BCBSVT “is not a private business operating freely within the competitive marketplace; it is a quasi-public business subject to the regulation of the commissioner.” *In re Vt. Health Serv. Corp.*, 144 Vt.617, 482 A. 2d 294 (1984). See also n.6, at p. 24. It has no investors, but simply a governing Board of Directors.

\(^{34}\) BCBSVT itself sought a conversion to profit status in 2002, but the legislature refused.
an insured product. In short, were GMC analyzed under a traditional claims risk analysis, BCBSVT converted assets of $132 million would easily meet GMC reserve requirements, with $15 million to spare.

The governor, however, also pointed out that GMC reserves would have to provide a hedge against slowdowns in state tax collection. Wakely put this total reserve estimate at $136 million. The governor then took the Wakely estimate and increased the reserve requirement to $146.2 million, explaining that this would constitute five percent of the amount of state taxes in the GMC fund, comporting with state law requirements. This reserve would not only cover GMC, but would provide an additional and new reserve for Medicaid.

In the end, the governor recommended a one-time bond issue to establish reserves at a hefty $200 million, which is $54 million over his own reserve estimate and $68 million beyond the Wakely estimate. A comparison of these reserve estimates is set forth in Table 4, with a comparison to BCBSVT’s assets that would be available through conversion.

**Table 4. Reserves Needed for GMC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reserve Assumption</th>
<th>Estimated Reserve Needed</th>
<th>Reserve Provided by BCBSVT Conversion</th>
<th>Difference between Reserve Needed and BCBSVT Net Assets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMC treated as private product w/traditional claims risk</td>
<td>$70 to $117 million</td>
<td>$132 million</td>
<td>+ $15 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC w/traditional claims risk plus tax revenue downturn risk [Wakely Estimate]</td>
<td>$136 million</td>
<td>$132 million</td>
<td>($4 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC w/traditional claims risk plus tax revenue downturn risk [governor Estimate]</td>
<td>$146.2 million</td>
<td>$132 million</td>
<td>($14.2 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor’s final recommendation</td>
<td>$200 million</td>
<td>$132 million</td>
<td>($68 million)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 4 shows, BCBSVT assets would cover GMC reserves using a traditional claims risk analysis. They would fall $4 million short of providing an expanded reserve of $136 million calculated by the Wakely Group as a hedge against the added risk of tax revenue shortfalls. Using the governor’s augmented hedge against such tax revenue lags, BCBSVT assets would fall $14.2 million short. The governor’s desire for a hefty reserve of $200 million exceeds actuarial estimates, and is therefore not the option we chose.

Given the above, it is clear that the conversion of BCBSVT would obviate the need for the $200 million one-time bond and $44 million in annual bond servicing proposed by the governor to establish a large reserve. Instead, solid GMC reserves can be secured through the $132 million conversion of BCBSVT plus a one-time infusion of $14.2 million of state revenue. In sum, by using BCBSVT net assets to establish a $146.2 million reserve, and thus avoiding an annualized debt service cost of $44 million, total GMC costs would be reduced by $186 million between 2017 and 2021 compared to the governor’s projections.

---

37 And its $44 million in debt service costs, annualized over the first five years of GMC. Shumlin et al., p. 27.
38 Shumlin et al., *Green Mountain Care: A Comprehensive Model for Building Vermont’s Universal Healthcare System*, 33.
As a successor public corporation, the GMC Board also could absorb the BCBSVT staff, utilizing its experience in claims administration and provider negotiation, while reducing administrative costs. While it is likely that economies of scale and savings garnered from reduced functions (such as auditing, actuarial and other consulting services, etc.) would reduce administrative costs below the governor’s estimate, we conservatively restrict our projected cost savings to the item of debt service costs for an insurance reserves bond, and leave the governor’s 7% administrative cost assumption in place.

7. HEALTH SYSTEM COSTS AND THE PRINCIPLE OF TRANSPARENCY

One of the great opportunities of Green Mountain Care is to create a transparent, accountable public healthcare system in Vermont. The shift from private, market-based healthcare financing to public, tax-based financing would bring the system under public oversight, yet clear transparency and accountability mechanisms are required to facilitate the meaningful exercise of such oversight.

At this point, important policy choices, in particular relating to the overall cost of GMC, suffer from a lack of transparency. It is impossible for anyone outside the Administration to accurately project the cost savings that would come with a shift to Green Mountain Care. The UMASS/Wakely study and the Hsiao study both estimate that GMC would save hundreds of millions of dollars per year, yet the underlying data used to make these calculations are not readily available to the public. The Governor’s proposal does not appear to fully account for system-wide cost savings. His report projects a cost of $4.527 billion for GMC in 2017 (including out-of-pocket costs) and estimates that costs will rise each year at 4%. This rate is assumed to be lower than the current system’s growth trend, yet savings figures are not disaggregated.

Without access to detailed data underlying the various cost and trend projections, the HCHR Campaign has to accept the Governor’s cost projections. However, we seek to highlight key areas in which research demonstrates

---

39 According to its 2013 Annual Statement, BCBSVT’s President and Chief Executive Officer is paid $553,059 in annual salary, with $16,406 in other compensation. In fact, the lowest salary of its ten company officers is $214,250, with the officer salary average at $296,159. The actual total is $3,661,911. [All figures taken from BCBSVT 2013 Annual Statement filed with the Vermont Department of Financial Regulation, Act 150 (2011 Adj. Sess.) and FY 2013 Addendum to Health Insurer Annual Statement.] In contrast, the head of the State’s Finance and Management Department is paid $92,141 annually and the eleven staff persons that make up the Department are paid an average of $76,219. In fact, the $3.6 million currently paid BCBSVT officers is equivalent to the total FY 2015 state appropriation for the personnel costs of the Vermont legislature.

40 The governor’s report assumes GMC will have a 7% administrative cost load, only slightly less than the overhead estimated for current commercial payers, Appendix D-1. The Hsiao report found that BCBSVT could save between $43.4 million and $56 million in administrative costs annually were Vermont to convert to a single payer or single pipe system, reducing BCBSVT administrative costs to as low as 4.7% to 6.7% of premiums. Hsiao et al., Act 128 Health System Reform Design: Achieving Affordable Universal Health Care in Vermont, 2011, p. 41.

41 The UMASS/Wakely report estimates that administrative savings alone will save Vermont between $116.2 million and $535.2 million by 2020 (UMASS/Wakely 50). The governor’s report estimates that GMC would save $378 million over its first five years (Shumlin et al., p. 55), and includes these savings in the 4% GMC growth rate. The Hsiao report estimated that in a single-payer system, Vermont would see savings of $530 million in year one of GMC (with year one beginning in 2015, and measured in 2010 dollars), and $1.55 billion in absolute savings by year 10 (Hsiao et al., Act 128 Health System Reform Design: Achieving Affordable Universal Health Care in Vermont, p. 38). It also estimated that in a multi-payer “single pipe” system, Vermont would see savings of $320 million in year one and $980 million in absolute savings by year 10. Because GMC would reduce the number of payers in Vermont but would still include more than one payer, an updated estimate for GMC should fall between these two figures.

42 Gerald Friedman, Governor Shumlin’s Report on Green Mountain Care, January 6, 2015.

significantly lower costs under universal, publicly financed healthcare than under a fragmented, market-based system. Some of these areas have already been explored in previous studies—although not explicitly calculated as part of GMC cost savings—while others have largely been ignored, and merit further exploration.

**Administrative savings:** Vermont could realize significant administrative savings as soon as GMC goes into effect, and could also bend the healthcare cost curve over time, reigning in the growing cost of care. These administrative savings would come from both the payer side and the provider side, and could include:

- **Moving from private to public insurance:** By moving from a fragmented market-based health insurance system to a single public payer for most people in Vermont, GMC would eliminate or reduce costs that private insurance companies currently pay for business development, marketing, sales, underwriting, and risk analysis. The Governor’s report pegs GMC’s administrative overheads at 7%, which appears to be a rather conservative figure.

- **Create a public corporation to manage payments:** Even with multiple payers, Vermont could greatly simplify payment administration by creating a single public corporation to handle all medical payments within the state. This public entity would reduce redundant administrative functions among payers (like selecting, negotiating, and contracting with providers) and would greatly simplify billing for providers.

**Price controls and price uniformity:** In the current system, prices for health services are neither sufficiently scrutinized or controlled, nor uniform across the system. High prices especially by large, near monopoly providers contribute to significant system-wide cost increases. Since the GMCB started approving hospital budgets, costs have decreased, but a full price control function has not yet been implemented. In addition to price controls, unifying the cost of services (creating uniform rates for patients undergoing the same medical procedures) would simplify billing for both payers and billers, resulting in further cost savings. An all-payer rate setting system is assumed by the governor’s report, but actual costs savings are not specified beyond the assumption of a 4% growth rate. As the terms of an all-payer system will be developed by the GMCB, and are dependent on a federal waiver, savings are difficult to project. Given Maryland’s mixed experience with an all-payer rate system, it seems necessary for rate setting to go hand-in-hand with other payment reform measures, such as global budgeting and moving away from fee-for-service payments. The governor’s report assumes a shift from volume-based to outcomes-based provider payment, but savings are not specified.

**Providing appropriate care:** Vermont’s market-based healthcare system skews incentives for healthcare providers, creating financial incentives to overprescribe tests and treatments in some cases, and to skirt the provision of preventive and primary care in others. Key policy changes could help ensure that medical decisions are based on people’s health needs, not finances, resulting in greater cost effectiveness.

- **Reducing “utilization” through provider-level measures:** The governor’s report adds cost from increased utilization due to improved access to care, yet it does not seem to account for provider-level

44 Providers who treat out-of-state residents would still have to bill payers in other states separately.

45 Hsiao estimates that between 1% and 3% of Vermont’s total healthcare expenditures could be eliminated by simplifying payer administration through a single-pipe or single-payer system; Hsiao et al., *Act 128 Health System Reform Design: Achieving Affordable Universal Health Care in Vermont*, 2011, p. 41.

46 Hsiao estimates that between 2.65% and 3.53% of Vermont’s total healthcare expenditures could be eliminated by simplifying billing for providers through a single-pipe or single-payer system; Hsiao et al., *Act 128 Health System Reform Design: Achieving Affordable Universal Health Care in Vermont*, 2011, p. 44, 46).


reforms that could lead to more cost-effective practices. The fee-for-service payment model is known to lead to the over-presentation of diagnostic tests and other procedures, and a lack of coordinated patient care across different providers leads to duplication.

- **No-fault care for injuries from medical care:** As the Hsiao and UMass/Wakely studies explain, the risk of being sued for malpractice is a major concern for medical providers, so much so that at least 2% of healthcare in the U.S. is estimated to be “defensive medicine,” unnecessary healthcare that providers prescribe to avoid lawsuits and not for medical reasons. By shifting from a malpractice system to a no-fault administrative system, Vermont could cut its medical costs by 2%.

**Improved public health and productivity:** Underinsurance and uninsurance in the current system mean that people delay or forego needed care, or are forced to cut back on their work hours or downscale their spending on rent and other goods and services. By guaranteeing access to care, Green Mountain Care would likely improve the health and productivity of Vermont’s population. Better population health and worker productivity can be linked to economic growth as well as lower healthcare costs. These benefits to the state could be very significant and should be explored thoroughly.

**Integration of workers’ compensation with GMC:** Vermont’s workers’ compensation system is designed to get workers who are injured or made ill on the job healthcare and, if needed, replacement wages for time that they are unable to work. It is financed separately from the rest of the healthcare system (through employers’ workers’ compensation insurance premiums), which requires its own set of public and private administration. Integrating or aligning the healthcare side of workers’ comp would streamline healthcare access for workers and would also reduce redundant administration, saving money. A portion of what employers are currently paying in workers’ comp insurance premiums could simply be shifted over into taxes paid into Green Mountain Care.

**Rein in pharmaceutical costs:** Vermont has several options to help reign in high drug prices. Act 48 (Section 18) sets out that a single prescription drug formulary be used by all payers along with a uniform set of drug management rules, and that this be combined with a single mechanism for negotiating rebates and discounts across payers. Examples of significantly more cost-effective provision of pharmaceuticals abound in comparable countries. Canada, for example, uses formulary management, reference-based pricing, price freezes, and limits on markups to keep a lid on the cost. Economists have stipulated that mark-ups for drug prices in the non-negotiated U.S. market reach 37.5%, and suggest that states move to act as bulk buyers and negotiate drug prices with pharmaceutical companies.

### 8. Financing Sources and The Principle of Equity

**Progressive Income Taxes**

Progressive taxes on personal income are an equitable way to finance public goods. In contrast to other revenue sources, such as sales and property taxes, taxing personal income is more equitable because it better approximates an individual’s ability to pay. Income taxes can range in progressivity depending on how the tax brackets, rates, thresholds and exemptions are designed, as well as what kinds of personal income are being

---

49 Hsiao estimates that Vermont could save 2% of its healthcare costs by moving to a no-fault system for compensating injuries or illnesses resulting from medical care; Hsiao et al., *Act 128 Health System Reform Design: Achieving Affordable Universal Health Care in Vermont*, 2011, p. 37.


The HCHR Campaign recommends a personal income tax on both earned and unearned income as the most equitable way to finance healthcare in Vermont.

For taxing earned income, we propose a progressive income tax—a tax structure in which higher income brackets are taxed at progressively higher rates, resulting in a higher effective or average tax on total income for higher income earners. Other characteristics of progressive income taxes typically include a threshold below which income is not taxed, resulting in a zero percent average tax rate for people whose entire income is below that threshold.

We also recommend taxing unearned income—including stocks, derivatives, and capital gains—as a way to fully capture the income sources of wealthy households, and to ensure that residents’ tax rates better reflect their ability to pay.

**TAX ON EARNED INCOME**

The governor’s report featured a so-called “public premium”, modeled after the premium payments and subsidies of the insurance exchanges introduced by the ACA. This premium is expressed in the governor’s report as a percentage of income, something akin to an income tax. It calculates premium payments on a sliding scale between 138% and 400% of the federal poverty line (FPL), starting with a payment of 2.5% for adjusted gross incomes for households between 138% and 150% FPL, then rising from 2.5% at 150% FPL to 9.5% at 400% FPL. Households below 138% FPL and individuals on Medicare are exempted. Because the State of Vermont hired a consultant who used proprietary data and formulas that are not available to Vermont officials, much less to the public, the exact structure of these public premiums is unclear, but we interpret these percentages as what economists would typically refer to as “average” tax rates (a household’s total tax obligation divided by its total earned income). We will use that terminology moving forward so it can be compared to the average tax rates we propose.

To increase progressivity, we propose modifying the governor’s public premium structure by adjusting tax brackets and tax rates and by taxing both earned and unearned income. As seen in the two charts below, the governor’s proposed tax design benefits high-income earners by taxing the wealthiest households at the same 9.5% tax rate as a family with an annual income of $60,000 and by capping households’ total tax obligation at $27,500, thereby reducing average tax rates to below 9.5% for those with the highest incomes ($289,000 or higher).

The following two figures show the governor’s premium proposal and the HCHR campaign’s more progressive tax proposal. Both proposals base tax rates on a household’s income within a given federal poverty level. For purposes of illustration, in these charts we are including average income levels for the average-sized household in Vermont, a household of 2.34 people.

---

53 In our calculations, we assume that households listed as over 65 years of age in Eibner et al. are on Medicare, and households listed as under 65 are not. In actuality, some people with disabilities under 65 are on Medicare, a small number of people over 65 are ineligible for Medicare, and some households include one or more tax filers under 65 and one or more over 65. Ideally the State should exempt all individuals on Medicare from the income tax whether or not they file jointly with someone who is not on Medicare,

54 The HCHR Campaign filed a public records request on January 16, 2015, to obtain this data, yet the response received on January 23, 2015, from the Secretary of Administration, stated that the requested data was exempt from disclosure.
Figure 2. Comparison of Average Tax Rates for Low- and Middle-Income Households
Figure 3. Comparison of Average Tax Rates for High-Income Households

The HCHR campaign proposes eliminating the governor’s $27,500 cap on contributions by the wealthy to ensure that the wealthiest households are not exempt from the principle of paying based on ability. This change is illustrated in Figure 3.

Second, as seen in Figure 2, our proposal lowers payments for low and middle-income families by flattening the tax curve and making payments increase more gradually as households’ incomes increase. In order to ensure that low and middle-income families do not pay a disproportionate share of healthcare costs, our proposed curve starts with a 1% tax rate (instead of 2.5%) for households at 138% of the FPL, and reaches its highest rate of 10.5% at 568% FPL. All households above 568% FPL would pay a tax of 10.5% on their household income. The tax could be made even more equitable by increasing the tax rate on wealthy households above 10.5%, but we opt instead for a tax on unearned income, which ensures that wealthy households pay more than middle-income households (discussed in the following section).

The HCHR campaign’s progressive tax curve was designed with the principle of equity in mind, using the following parameters (see Appendix B for complete Methodology):

1. Any household below 138% of the FPL is excluded from the income tax. This population qualifies for Medicaid, and is similarly excluded from the governor’s tax proposal.
2. There should be no ceiling in the form of capped contributions for high earners.
3. There should be a sliding scale “on-ramp” for as many low and middle-income households as possible, with only higher income earners paying the maximum tax rate. For the purpose of this redesign of the
governor’s steep on-ramp, our target was for at least 75% of Vermont’s population to pay less than the maximum tax rate, and for the lowest-income 20% to pay no tax at all.\(^{55}\)

4. Because Medicare, a federal program, cannot be rolled into Green Mountain Care by the State of Vermont, all individuals on Medicare should be exempted from the tax.

The effect of these changes is to shift preferential tax treatment from the highest-income households to low- and middle-income households and to shift financing of Green Mountain Care toward the top of the income spectrum.

**Benefitting Low and Middle Income Families**

As a result of these changes to the governor’s proposed public premium structure, the HCHR Campaign is able to achieve greater benefits for low- and middle-income families:

- More than 75% percent of Vermont’s population will be taxed at less than 9% of their income, including 55% who would pay a lower tax under our proposal than under the governor’s and another twenty percent who would pay no tax at all.\(^{56}\)
- People under 500% FPL pay, on average, between 4% and 9% of their income on the new income tax and out-of-pocket health care costs, whereas they would pay between 11% and 16% on insurance premiums and out-of-pocket health care costs without a transition to GMC.\(^{57}\)
- A family whose total income is $50,000 will pay an average of 40% less in health care costs (taxes plus out-of-pocket costs) than without GMC (private premiums plus out-of-pocket costs).\(^{58}\)

**Generating Sufficient Revenue**

The HCHR Campaign’s proposal generates nearly identical revenue to the governor’s proposal when adjusted for the same population. The governor projects $1.097 billion in revenue. We calculate that our model would generate approximately $1.106 billion. As seen in Table 5, our proposal is able to generate comparable revenue by eliminating the inequitable tax subsidy for higher income households, and is able to shift these savings to lower and middle-income families by flattening the slope of the tax curve relative to the governor’s proposal. Through these changes, we are able to create a more equitable personal income tax, an improvement on the governor’s “public premium”.

**Table 5. Revenue Impact of Equity Features, in millions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Impact (in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eliminating the Tax Subsidy for High-Income Households</td>
<td>+ $153.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Tax Rates for Lower- and Middle-Income Households</td>
<td>($144.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>$9.4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{55}\) We estimated population percentages using the distribution of population income in FPL brackets, found in Eibner et al., *The Economic Incidence of Healthcare Spending in Vermont*, Table 2.1., p.10.

\(^{56}\) Households between 138% FPL and 523% FPL, the majority of Vermont’s population, will be taxed at a lower rate compared to the governor’s main scenario. Households with incomes below 138% FPL pay nothing in both scenarios. The share of Vermont’s population in different income ranges can be found in Eibner et al., *The Economic Incidence of Healthcare Spending in Vermont*, p. 11

\(^{57}\) Projected cost of healthcare for individuals under 65 found in Eibner et al.

\(^{58}\) Comparing income tax and OOP contributions under GMC to premium and OOP contributions without GMC for individuals under 65 in 2017, ibid.
**TAX ON UNEARNED INCOME**

The principle of equity requires that low- and middle-income people pay proportionally less of their income on healthcare costs than the wealthy. In the current healthcare system, the opposite is the case. Our sliding scale income tax model changes this by progressively increasing tax rates in proportion to income. Yet we do not propose to increase the tax rate any further once the 10.5% threshold has been reached at 568% FPL; instead, the tax rate for people earning above that threshold stays flat.

To ensure that the very wealthy contribute based on their ability, we proposed in our 2012 report a wealth tax on assets, independent of income flows. We investigated existing wealth tax regimes in comparable settings (in Switzerland, where a wealth tax is levied at state level; and in Iceland, which has a comparable population size to Vermont), and estimated that a Vermont wealth tax could yield around $88 million if applied in a similar way. Yet we also flagged the lack of available data on taxable assets, and therefore do not have the necessary information to take our proposal further at this time. Instead, we propose two steps to increase the progressivity of Vermont’s income tax structure.

**Repeal of capital gains exclusion**

The first essential step to improving tax equity between the very wealthy and the rest of the population is to remove a tax loophole that disproportionately benefits those with great wealth. We propose, as we did in our 2012 report, to repeal the capital gains tax exclusion, which, according to the most recent figures, cost the state $17.3 million. This would increase the income tax base for funding the healthcare system and other essential public goods. In 2012, over $7.8 million of this tax expenditure went to the very wealthy with incomes greater than $1 million. The top 6% of taxpayers received almost 60% of this special tax benefit, which makes it highly inequitable. Vermont is one of only nine states that allows for this preferential treatment of certain forms of capital gains; the principle of equity requires that this tax benefit be removed.

**A Tax on Non-Wage Income**

A new tax on unearned or non-wage income will ensure that those with substantial wealth contribute to GMC based on their ability. We propose a tax rate of 5% on non-wage income from stocks, dividends, capital gains, interest, and on the trading of stocks and derivatives. To design this tax in a progressive way, we extend a sliding scale exemption to all tax filers with non-wage income under $200k. Only unearned income above the exemption amount will be taxed.

---

59 Eibner et al., *The Economic Incidence of Healthcare Spending in Vermont.*


Table 6. Tax credits for non-wage income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total household income</th>
<th>Exemption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under $25,000</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 to under $50,000</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 to under $75,000</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000 to under $100,000</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 to under $200,000</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$200,000 or above</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, for a household whose total income is between $50,000 and $75,000, the first $3,000 of non-wage income is tax exempt.

We project that a tax on non-wage income, designed in this way, will generate annual revenue of $97,335,100, and that 77% of this revenue will come from tax filers with incomes greater than $200,000. A household with less than $50,000 in total income would, on average, have no non-wage income above the exemption and would therefore not be affected by the non-wage income tax.

Table 7. Average per person non-wage income tax obligation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total household income</th>
<th>Average per household tax obligation on non-wage income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under $25,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 to $50,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 to $75,000</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000 to $100,000</td>
<td>$152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 to $200,000</td>
<td>$578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$200,000 or above</td>
<td>$9,002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PAYROLL TAXES FOR UNIVERSAL HEALTHCARE**

Employers currently pay around 80% of private health insurance premiums. In Green Mountain Care, these premium payments will no longer be necessary, as all employees will be eligible for publicly financed healthcare. Instead, businesses will contribute to the universal healthcare system, paying their share toward funding an essential public good that ensures the health of their employees.

The principle of equity applies to businesses as well as individuals. Once healthcare is decoupled from employment and financed through taxation, businesses contribute according to their ability to pay, which is best measured by profits or surplus revenue generated. In theory, corporate income taxes would be the most

---

equitable way to ensure that business contributions are sensitive to ability to pay. The HCHR campaign explored the feasibility of using corporate income taxes in our 2012 report, yet we found that only a minority of businesses are subject to corporate income tax, that loopholes were numerous and that tax avoidance was a significant problem. For these reasons, we concluded that unless Vermont implemented comprehensive corporate tax reforms, corporate income tax would not be an equitable, stable and sufficient mechanism for ensuring that businesses contribute to healthcare financing. Instead we proposed a progressive payroll tax for businesses, levied on employers only, not employees.

In his report, Governor Shumlin likewise suggested a payroll tax on employers only. Yet with a proposed flat tax rate of 11.5% for all businesses, capped at wages for any individual employee in excess of $200,000, the Governor’s plan failed to account for businesses’ ability to pay, which turned into a major obstacle for proceeding with universal healthcare financing. Large businesses, and those with high executive compensation, would do significantly better under the Governor’s plan than the smallest of businesses. The Governor’s report concluded that the transition costs for small businesses that currently do not provide health insurance would be too high, and he dismissed scenarios for a more gradual increase of payments for small businesses as too costly.

The HCHR Campaign proposes a different payroll tax approach. We noted in our 2012 report the inequity of charging small businesses the same tax rate as large corporations. We also noted that a payroll tax could lead to a depression of wages. To mitigate these challenges, we proposed the idea of a graduated tax that takes into account business size as well as wage disparity.

Based on these goals, we have now developed a payroll tax model that generates sufficient revenue for financing GMC while protecting small businesses and preventing negative wage effects. Payroll tax rates will be lower for small businesses and businesses with low wage disparity, and higher for larger corporations and those that have a greater top to bottom wage ratio. Specifically, our proposed tax model will ensure that businesses pay according to their ability in the following ways:

1. A sliding scale tax rate from 1% to 20%, increasing with company size and wage ratio of top-tier salaries to bottom-tier salaries.
2. Nine size-based tax categories, from businesses with 4 or fewer employees to more than 1000 employees.
3. A wage ratio that measures the discrepancy between the wages of the top 1% (i.e. management and CEOs) and the average wage of the bottom 50% of workers. If a company’s wage ratio is greater than average, the company will pay a higher tax rate than others in its size category, if its wage ratio is lower than average, the company will pay less.

The principle of equity is the guiding factor for this proposal. Only if businesses are actually able to pay without experiencing challenges to their financial viability, and only if they are encouraged to raise rather than depress the wages of those earning the least, will a payroll tax financing mechanism be beneficial for Vermont. A payroll tax graduated by business size and wage gap will meet this standard in the following ways:

1. The tax obligation increases with business size, measured in the number of full-time equivalent employees (FTE). This gives relief for small businesses and ensures that large corporations and large public employers pay what they can. Large employers’ current payment for health insurance premiums indicates their ability to pay; the majority of businesses that do not offer insurance are small.
2. The tax obligation decreases with greater wage equality. This will prevent negative wage effects and incentivizes income equality.

---

a. Introducing wage ratio as a variable in tax obligations prevents the lowering of worker wages. If a company seeks to pass the cost of the tax onto their employees by reducing wages of the bottom 50% of workers (but not executives), their wage ratio “rating” will get worse and result in a higher tax rate. If a company seeks to pass the cost of the tax onto all workers (including executives) by reducing everyone’s wages (and thus maintain the same wage ratio), their tax contribution will be lowered through a decrease in payroll size, but not a decrease in their tax rate. In other words, a company may want to reduce their payroll size in order to reduce their tax contribution (an inevitable incentive produced by any payroll tax), but the wage ratio rating prevents the lowering of the wages of only the bottom 50% of workers as a way to achieve this goal.

b. The wage ratio model provides an incentive for increasing equity between workers’ and CEO’s wages, as a company’s tax obligation will be reduced if CEO wages are lowered or workers’ wages raised.

c. The inclusion of the wage ratio in our payroll tax model minimizes the risk that a business would reduce its size solely to decrease its tax rate, because company size has less weight in our model than in a graduated tax model based only on size. Similarly, companies would be disincentivized to lay off workers from the bottom 50% of earners, as this would increase the company’s wage ratio and thereby its tax rate. A company could only effectively reduce its tax obligations by laying off the top 1% wage earners or by equalizing wages. Similarly, the inclusion of the wage ratio factor helps mitigate against hiring disincentives created by the size factor.

Modeling Results

We have modeled various payroll tax scenarios using industry level wage and firm size data. Based on the modeling outputs, we recommend a company level payroll tax formula that results in the following average tax rates.

The smallest businesses (1 to 4 workers) receive a size credit – a credit that results in a zero tax obligation for the business if each employee receives the same wage. However, on average, our model shows that those smallest businesses do not have equal wages across the board and therefore, despite the size credit, will pay a payroll tax of around 4%. This means that over 60% of Vermont businesses would have an average tax obligation of 4%, determined solely by the gap between the wages of the top 1% and bottom 50% of wage earners. All businesses under 50 employees - the vast majority of Vermont businesses - would pay a lower tax rate than under the Governor’s proposal. Our model suggests that the top end of the tax scale would be occupied by companies with over 1000 employees and public sector employers, as well as mid-size and large companies with high wage discrepancies. To ensure predictability of tax obligations, and to keep them within a reasonable threshold, we have capped the tax rate at 20%. According to the model, some mid-size as well as large companies benefit from this cap, as their high wage gaps would otherwise take them beyond a 20% tax rate.

Table 8. Distribution of businesses and average tax rate by business size, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business size</th>
<th>4 or fewer workers</th>
<th>5 to 9 workers</th>
<th>10 to 19 workers</th>
<th>20 to 49 workers</th>
<th>50 to 99 workers</th>
<th>100 to 249 workers</th>
<th>250 to 499 workers</th>
<th>500 to 999 workers</th>
<th>1,000 plus workers</th>
<th>Gov’t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average tax rate</td>
<td>4.10%</td>
<td>7.72%</td>
<td>9.88%</td>
<td>10.68%</td>
<td>12.32%</td>
<td>14.41%</td>
<td>15.74%</td>
<td>16.96%</td>
<td>19.81%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% private businesses</td>
<td>60.49%</td>
<td>18.04%</td>
<td>11.28%</td>
<td>6.94%</td>
<td>1.88%</td>
<td>1.03%</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9. GMC payroll tax rates, 2017 – Governor’s proposal and HCHR proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Size</th>
<th>4 or fewer workers</th>
<th>5 to 9 workers</th>
<th>10 to 19 workers</th>
<th>20 to 49 workers</th>
<th>50 to 99 workers</th>
<th>100 to 249 workers</th>
<th>250 to 499 workers</th>
<th>500 to 999 workers</th>
<th>1,000 plus workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gov’s payroll tax proposal</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCHR payroll tax proposal</td>
<td>4.10%</td>
<td>7.72%</td>
<td>9.88%</td>
<td>10.68%</td>
<td>12.32%</td>
<td>14.41%</td>
<td>15.74%</td>
<td>16.96%</td>
<td>19.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference Gov. &amp; HCHR</td>
<td>-7.40%</td>
<td>-3.78%</td>
<td>-1.62%</td>
<td>-0.82%</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
<td>2.91%</td>
<td>4.24%</td>
<td>5.46%</td>
<td>8.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our simulation at industry level, these average tax rates yield $1,605,110,481 in revenue. The modeling inputs can be changed to produce different rates and different revenue projections as needed. It is important to note that this model is designed for the purpose of predicting revenue only. We do not propose to set tax rates by size and/or wage ratio categories; instead, each business will calculate its own actual rate, based on the formula provided.

**Figure 4. Payroll tax contributions of private businesses**

[Bar chart showing payroll tax contributions by business size]

**Payroll Tax Calculator**

Our modeling produces an equitable tax formula that raises sufficient revenue by giving similar weight to size and wage ratio variables.

Payroll tax amount per employee: \( r \times \beta + \alpha \),

Wage ratio \( r = \text{average wage of the top 1\% of wage earners divided by the average wage of the bottom 50\% of wage earners}. \) The wage ratio cannot be smaller than 1 \((r >= 1)\). If \( r \) equals 1, this means everyone employed by a business earns the same wage.
\[ \beta = 650; \alpha = \text{see table below} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FTE</th>
<th>1-4</th>
<th>5-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20-49</th>
<th>50-99</th>
<th>100-249</th>
<th>250-499</th>
<th>500-999</th>
<th>1000+</th>
<th>Gov’t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>-650</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>6250</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values of the coefficients \( \beta \) and \( \alpha \) have been set based on our modeling outputs. Below we have also tested the formula with sample companies (see Appendix C for full Methodology).

**Comparing Modeling Data with Sample Companies**

Below are three sample scenarios that illustrate how the payroll tax formula would be applied by individual companies.

**Company 1:**
A very small company with 3 employees. The highest wage earner has a salary of $60k, the other two employees each earn $40k.
Wage ratio: 60/40: \( r = 1.5 \)
\[ 1.5 \times 650 + (-650) = 325 \] per person. This company pays $975 payroll tax per year - a tax rate of 0.7%.

**Company 2:**
A small company with 6 employees. Its CEO gets paid $150k, the director makes $100k and four workers get paid $50k.
Wage ratio: 150/50: \( r = 3 \)
\[ 3 \times 650 + (-300) = 1,650 \] pp, to a total of $9,900 per year. Since its total payroll is $450,000, this company’s tax rate is 2.2%.

**Company 3:**
A mid-sized company with 75 employees. The CEO gets paid $150k, the bottom 50% of workers receive an average wage of $29,737. The wage ratio is 5.04.
\[ 5.04 \times 650 + 1750 = 5,029 \] pp, to a total of $377,157 per year. This company’s total payroll is $3,300,000, which means its tax rate is 11.43%.

In these examples, companies 1 and 2 – both small businesses under 10 employees - pay tax rates below the modeled average. We assume that the modeling outputs tend to overestimate tax rates for small size businesses, which are likely to have a much lower wage ratio than larger companies. In our modeling, we were limited to industry level data, which is likely to produce higher wage ratio estimates than company level data, especially for smaller businesses. Although we made adjustments to the modeling inputs to address this issue, it is possible that tax yields from small businesses will be lower in reality than in our model, unless the wage ratio coefficient beta is adjusted upwards. That said, small businesses contribute only a small part of the overall tax revenue (see Figure 4), and we explicitly designed the model to benefit small businesses with fair wage ratios.

The state also has the option to produce an accurate and updated revenue projection by conducting a data survey prior to implementation of GMC, asking all businesses subject to the payroll tax to submit their calculated tax rates for review. This “trial run” would enable an accurate revenue forecast for the first year of implementation.
STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDING SOURCES

Significant funding for Green Mountain Care will come from existing state and federal sources, including from Affordable Care Act (ACA) premium subsidies once Vermont obtains a Section 1332 waiver that enables the dissolution of Vermont Health Connect. For the purposes of this report, we mostly accepted the funding projections listed in the Governor’s report when calculating state and federal revenues for GMC, even though it appears that not all available state and federal funds were included in the Administration’s estimates. While some state Medicaid funding streams are explicitly listed, 66 many others are not, and we are unable to ascertain whether these have been deliberately omitted, and if so, for what reasons. We reiterate our concern with the lack of transparency in the Administration’s processing of primary data, which makes it difficult to discern how existing state funds are accounted for.

We estimate that additional existing state and federal funds are likely to be available for incorporation into GMC, yet in lieu of firm evidence, we opt to accept the Governor’s conservative estimates. We do, however, have a different proposal for one identified source of state funding, Vermont’s various provider taxes.

PROVIDER TAXES

The Governor’s report proposes eliminating five provider taxes (specified at 33 V.S.A. §1953-55b), which are projected to generate $152,058,604 in 2016 (Appendix Table F-1.2). We agree with the Administration that these taxes are – and have, in fact, always been - largely circular; 67 however, we propose a phasing out period, tied to the establishment of an effective hospital and pharmaceuticals rate setting system.

Specifically, we propose maintaining the assessment on hospitals and the very small assessment on pharmaceuticals, which together are projected to generate $131,950,013 in 2016, until effective price controls are in place. Since the Governor’s proposal is not fully transparent about its assumptions regarding the baseline costs of health services in GMC, such as what price control mechanisms are incorporated into the projected 4% annual cost inflation rate, we cannot be confident that effective rate setting for the cost of services, as set forth in 18 V.S.A § 9376 (b), is included in the calculation of GMC cost trends. The UMass/Wakely report recommended reducing current commercial insurance rates from 155% to 105% of Medicare rates. 68 No set rates are specified in the Governor’s report; rather, it appears that baseline and projected costs continue to be based on existing prices charged by hospitals and pharmaceutical companies, especially those in near monopoly market positions.

In this context, eliminating these two taxes without setting reasonable rates for services supplied under GMC would effectively result in a windfall for hospitals at the expense of the health system as a whole. Until an all-payer rate setting system is fully operational and results in effective price controls for health services, we propose maintaining existing checks and balances with the hospital and pharmaceuticals tax. Once prices start getting under control, these two taxes can be phased out.

66 Shumlin et al., Green Mountain Care: A Comprehensive Model for Building Vermont’s Universal Healthcare System Appendix, Table F-1.1.
67 Shumlin et al., p.37.
9. RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report has put forward a concrete financing plan for Green Mountain Care and presented new evidence for the economic feasibility of a state-based universal, publicly financed healthcare system. By taking the blueprint provided by Vermont’s Governor and addressing the challenges raised in his report, we created solutions that demonstrate the viability of GMC.

Our plan outlines a comprehensive healthcare system that vastly improves access to care for all Vermont residents, beyond the Governor’s proposals, and lays out additional scenarios for a phased implementation of meeting all healthcare needs of all people in the state. Importantly, our plan guarantees that this system will be financed in an equitable way, thus giving immense relief to low- and middle-income people who are currently burdened with disproportionately high healthcare costs. Even the Governor’s report showed that 9 in 10 families will benefit financially from public healthcare financing; 69 our more progressive income tax proposal creates further savings in healthcare costs for low- and middle-income families.

At the heart of our financing plan is an equitable payroll tax for businesses that solves the Governor’s main conundrum: how to ensure that businesses pay into the system based on their ability. By graduating the tax based on business size and wage disparity, we designed an equitable tax that is affordable for all businesses.

Finally, our plan greatly increases transparency, accountability and participation in the healthcare system by moving responsibility for administering healthcare as a public good to a public corporation, the Green Mountain Care Board.

This financing plan shows that the small state of Vermont, despite legal and financial challenges, can adopt an equitably financed healthcare system that provides universal care as a public good, accountable to the people. This can be done in a financially sustainable way, as our balance sheet shows, especially if reforms within the healthcare delivery system, which are not fully reflected in these figures, start taking shape.

Our financing plan improves the GMC Fund’s fiscal position in 2017 by $169 million over the Governor’s proposal. While we do not have access to the econometric model that enabled the Governor to trend these projections forward until 2021, this sizable initial surplus creates a solid basis for maintaining a positive fiscal position in the longer term. Compared to the failing current healthcare system, which is projected to consume a growing part of people’s incomes and of state spending, a publicly financed alternative is the only rational solution.

Table 10. Comparison of GMC Balance Sheets, in millions of dollars, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Governor's GMC Projection</th>
<th>HCHR's GMC Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPENDING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of GMC Services and Operations</td>
<td>$(4,340)</td>
<td>$(4,354)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REVENUE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Federal Funding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Medicaid Match</td>
<td>$1,310</td>
<td>$1,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal ACA Waiver Funding</td>
<td>$106</td>
<td>$106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing State Funding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Medicaid</td>
<td>$344</td>
<td>$344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital &amp; Pharma Tax</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>$132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New State Funding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll Tax</td>
<td>$1,510</td>
<td>$1,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax</td>
<td>$1,247</td>
<td>$1,106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth Tax</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>$97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GMC FUND FISCAL POSITION</strong></td>
<td>$177</td>
<td>$346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our financing plan achieves this sound fiscal position for GMC, which creates an additional $169 million buffer compared to the Governor's plan, while providing additional health services and giving out-of-pocket cost relief to seniors. The tables below show detailed cost and revenue estimates for Green Mountain Care.

Table 11. HCHR GMC cost projection and itemized breakdown, in millions of dollars, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMC Cost of Services (excludes out-of pocket)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMC Primary (Residents, Non-Medicaid)</td>
<td>$1,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC Medicaid Primary</td>
<td>$1,126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Medicaid Fixed Costs</td>
<td>$680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid Dual Eligible</td>
<td>$259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer Sponsored Insurance Wrap</td>
<td>$28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental, vision, hearing</td>
<td>$195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare Affordability Credit</td>
<td>$48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Services Total</strong></td>
<td>$4,307</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 12. HCHR GMC revenue projection, in millions, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Federal Funding</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal: Medicaid Match</td>
<td>$1,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal: ACA Waiver Funds</td>
<td>$106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal Total</strong></td>
<td>$1,416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Existing State Funding</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Medicaid Revenue</td>
<td>$344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider Taxes</td>
<td>$132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New GMC State Funding</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC Payroll Tax</td>
<td>$1,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC Income Tax</td>
<td>$1,106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC Wealth Tax</td>
<td>$97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State Total</strong></td>
<td>$3,284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL GMC REVENUE</strong></td>
<td>$4,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, our plan’s main additional costs consist of $195 million for adult dental, vision and hearing care, and $45 million for a Medicare Affordability Credit to give out-of-pocket cost relief to seniors. Our plan’s main additional revenue sources are an extra $105 million from a more equitable payroll tax and $97 million from a wealth tax on unearned income, along with maintaining at least a portion of the provider tax until all-payer rate setting produces effective cost controls. As stated in chapters 5 and 6, additional cost savings should be implemented through measures such as rate setting, drug price negotiation and a public administration system. Yet in keeping with conservative projections, we have refrained from changing the Governor’s estimate of GMC administrative overhead (at 7%) and growth in system costs (4%).
PHASE-IN OF SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS AND EXPANSIONS

The plan outlined in this report is designed as the baseline for implementing GMC by 2017. In chapters 3 and 4 we showed scenarios for increasing the universality of the system, both in terms of people included and health services provided. We consider these expansions essential steps toward building a truly universal system. Some of these steps require legal permission; others simply need better data to produce cost and revenue projections. We recommend taking the following phase-in steps:

1. Extend dental, vision and hearing services to Medicare recipients: this can be done immediately upon obtaining a cost estimate and designing a financial contribution mechanism for Medicare recipients.
2. Implement a fuller Medicare wrap-around approach that replaces our proposed out-of-pocket credit.
3. Ensure that savings measures, such as all payer rate setting, moving away from fee-for-service, drug price negotiation, malpractice reform, etc. are implemented swiftly.
4. Increase GMC’s actuarial value to 100% A/V.
5. Explore the possibility of including residents from other states in GMC if they work in Vermont.
6. Obtain a federal Medicare waiver and include the Medicare population in GMC.
7. Incorporate Workers’ Compensation into GMC.
8. Include long-term care in GMC.

10. CONCLUSION

Vermont has the ability and obligation to implement a universal, publicly financed healthcare system by 2017, as set out by state law enacted in 2011. The HCHR Campaign’s financing plan improves upon the Governor’s proposal with a more equitable solution for businesses’ contribution to the healthcare system, thus making payroll financing economically feasible. Our plan sets GMC on a solid financial footing, with a $364 million surplus in 2017, and guarantees access to comprehensive healthcare for all Vermont residents. By transitioning from private, market-based insurance to public financing of universal care, it flips the way we pay for care: people will contribute based on their ability, so that low- and middle-income people pay a smaller share of their income on healthcare than the wealthy – the opposite of the current system.

Vermont cannot afford to maintain a dysfunctional market-based insurance system that fails to provide adequate access to care and has unsustainable rates of cost growth. Fundamental changes are needed to ensure that healthcare financing and delivery systems serve the people of Vermont, realize their right to health and advance equity. Those changes cannot be made in a piecemeal fashion, as all components of a healthcare system are interconnected. Guided by years of studies, reports, modeling and projections, Vermont is ready to implement a public financing plan for GMC, and we submit our proposal for serious consideration. Only by providing healthcare as a public good, equitably financed and publicly administered, can Vermont finally realize the promise of ensuring the human right to healthcare for all.
APPENDIX A: MEDICARE METHODOLOGY

MEDICARE AFFORDABILITY CREDIT

Assumptions:

- 128,739 of Medicare recipients in Vermont are above 138% of the FPL and not dual eligible, therefore qualifying for GMC secondary coverage according to the UMass/Wakely Report.
- The distribution of individuals at various percentages of FPL is the same for the Medicare population as it is for the population described in the RAND report. Following this assumption, roughly 60% of the Medicare population is between 138% and 523% of the FPL, or 80% of those who qualify for wrap coverage are between 138% and 523% of the FPL. Therefore, 96,554 Medicare recipients will receive the Medicare Affordability Credit on a sliding scale.
- The Medicare population is evenly distributed between 138% and 523% FPL, and the average recipient will receive the average level of support -- 100% of out-of-pocket savings seen by Green Mountain Care recipients.

Calculating Cost:
Average Medicare Affordability Credit X Qualifying Population
$497 X 96,554= $47,998,066

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL 1
Raising the actuarial value (AV) of the Medicare population from the average to 94% to match the Green Mountain Care population.

Assumptions: The average Medicare recipient receives coverage at an actuarial value of ~85%.

The extra cost of bringing Medicare recipient from ~85% AV to ~94% AV is $80 PMPM, which is $960 per year. According to the Governor’s projection, the Medicare population will be 140,000 in 2017. Therefore, the total annualized cost of this proposal is $134,400,000.

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL 2
Raising the AV of the Medicare population from the average to 100% AV.

Assumptions:

1) The average Medicare recipient receives coverage at an actuarial value of ~85%
2) Medicare population in 2017: 140,000

The extra cost of bringing Medicare recipients from ~85% AV to ~100% AV is $132 per member per month. Therefore, the total annualized cost of this proposal is $222,284,160.

70 University of Massachusetts Medical School Center for Health Law and Economics, and, and Wakely Consulting Group, Inc., State of Vermont Health Care Financing Plan Beginning Calendar Year 2017 Analysis.
71 Cost extrapolated from table in Shumlin et al., Green Mountain Care: A Comprehensive Model for Building Vermont’s Universal Healthcare System, Appendix B–10.
72 Ibid.
APPENDIX B: INCOME TAX METHODOLOGY

Our income tax design mirrors the income tax scenarios put forth by the Governor. The appendix to the Governor’s report includes 14 “Alternative Financing Concepts”, some of which with similar features to ours, including flattening the ramp of the tax curve and excluding out-of-state residents. However, the exact combination of measures to increase equity, as put forward above, are not among the Governor’s modeled scenarios. With access to the model used for the Governor’s projections, calculating the revenue generated by our proposed income tax would be straightforward and require minimal effort. In the absence of access to this model, we developed our own methodology for calculating the expected income tax revenue, as described below.

DESIGNING THE INCOME TAX

VERMONT POPULATION AND THE FEDERAL POVERTY LEVEL

For the purposes of this report, the federal poverty line (FPL) in Vermont for 2017 was calculated based on projections from the RAND report, which pegs 100% of the FPL at a household income of $12,506 for a single individual and $25,559 for a family of four. We used the average Vermont household size from the 2010 U.S. census: 2.34 people per household. From those data points, we determined the income at the start and end points of our income tax curve (138% FPL and 568% FPL)

Table A1. Income for a household of 2.34 at multiple FPLs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% FPL</th>
<th>Household Size</th>
<th>Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>138%</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>$25,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>568%</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>$104,203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM TAX RATES

Modeled after the governors’ starting point for the income tax, we started our tax rate of 1% at 138% FPL. We extended our tax curve beyond the governor’s 9.5% rate to 10.5%, reached at 568% of the FPL. The tax rate remains flat at 10.5%.

Using the household income start and end points of the tax, we used an excel-based interpolation tool to develop an equation for a straight line to generate multiple points along the tax curve and create a rough guide for the average income tax rates for various households at various income levels.

With the assumption that income is distributed evenly within income classes, tax rates were applied to the halfway point of each income range. The following tables shows the tax rates applied to each income class for the purpose of taxing total income in that range, and the associated revenue generated from each income class.

---

73 Shumlin et al., Green Mountain Care: A Comprehensive Model for Building Vermont’s Universal Healthcare System, Appendix F–3.
74 Eibner et al., The Economic Incidence of Healthcare Spending in Vermont, 12.
Figure A1. Tax rate as a percentage of income for a household of 2.34 and adjusted gross income ranges

**CALCULATING REVENUE**

**SELECTING A REVENUE BASE**
The earned income tax was applied to the state total Adjusted Gross Income in Vermont, as was the Governor’s projection, for tax returns representing individuals under 65 in 2013.\(^\text{75}\) This particular tax base excludes the Medicare population and out-of-state residents.

**ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME AT VARIOUS INCOME LEVELS**
Vermont income tax returns report adjusted gross income (AGI) in income classes.\(^\text{76}\) The following table shows the Vermont Tax Return income ranges as they correspond with a HCHR tax curve designed for a household of 2.34. The tax rates displayed in the table are the tax rates for the midpoint of each income range. In reality, households at every income point in each range would pay a slightly different tax rate.


Table A2. Income tax rate and income class for 2.34 person household

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Class</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Income Class</th>
<th>Tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.01-4,999</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>$50,000-59,999</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000-9,999</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>$60,000-74,999</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000-14,999</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>$75,000-99,999</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15,000-19,999</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>$100,000-124,999</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20,000-24,999</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>$125,000-149,999</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000-29,999</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>$150,000-199,999</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30,000-34,999</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>$200,000-299,999</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$35,000-39,999</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>$300,000-499,999</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40,000-44,999</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>$500,000-999,999</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$45,000-49,999</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A3. Total income tax revenue generated by income class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Class</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Income Class</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.01-4,999</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50,000-59,999</td>
<td>$42,337,116.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000-9,999</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$60,000-74,999</td>
<td>$79,544,369.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000-14,999</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$75,000-99,999</td>
<td>$171,351,720.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15,000-19,999</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$100,000-124,999</td>
<td>$156,611,276.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20,000-24,999</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$125,000-149,999</td>
<td>$99,206,674.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000-29,999</td>
<td>$5,844,301.38</td>
<td>$150,000-199,999</td>
<td>$112,777,749.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30,000-34999</td>
<td>$9,496,323.61</td>
<td>$200,000-299,999</td>
<td>$97,897,200.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$35,000-39,999</td>
<td>$12,402,376.73</td>
<td>$300,000-499,999</td>
<td>$70,096,035.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40,000-44,999</td>
<td>$14,940,494.83</td>
<td>$500,000-999,999</td>
<td>$53,072,462.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$45,000-49,999</td>
<td>$17,093,054.35</td>
<td>$1,000,000 and over</td>
<td>$99,759,525.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,042,430,682.40</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inflation Rate**

Various inflation rates were considered for the purposes of inflating the 2013 tax base to reflect 2017 income. Ultimately, a conservative inflation rate of 1.5% was selected to most closely approximate the Governor’s projection; higher inflation rates would have yielded more revenue than the estimates shown in the Governor’s scenarios.
In the absence of access to the model that the Administration used to estimate revenue for 2017, we used the following approach to calculate inflation from 2013 through 2017 so that we could accurately compare our revenue to the governor’s:

1. We replicated the Governor’s curve based on the data points provided in his proposal: a tax that starts at 2.5% at 138% to 150% FPL, rises to 9.5% at 400% FPL, and then flattens out, with a cap at a contribution of $27,500.
2. Using the same revenue calculation methodology and Vermont Tax Department sources as described above, we estimated the 2013 revenue for the governor’s model to be roughly $1.038 billion.
3. Since we used in-state adjusted gross income (AGI) to generate our estimate of the governor’s revenue, and we know that the governor’s proposal includes commuters (in-state revenue accounts only for 88% of the total revenue generated in the governor’s model), we expanded the 2013 revenue estimate by dividing by .88 to get $1.180 billion.
4. We multiplied $1.180 billion by 1.5% a year from 2013 through 2017, yielding estimated 2017 revenue of $1.252 billion, fairly close to the Governor’s revenue estimate for 2017.
5. Reverse engineering allowed us to test and confirm that a 1.5% inflation rate was an appropriate way to make our 2013 numbers into 2017 numbers, and therefore comparable to the governor’s. We inflated our revenue estimate of $1,042,430,682 by the same 1.5% annually to reach our Total Revenue Generated: $1,106,397,930.

APPENDIX C: PAYROLL TAX METHODOLOGY

Our payroll tax model is based on three data sets: the Covered Employment and Wages table and the Size of Establishment by Industry table, both produced by the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW), available from the Vermont Department of Labor77; and Occupational Employment Statistics Research Estimates for wage distribution by industry, available for Vermont from the Bureau of Labor Statistics78. All data sets use the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) to group industries. We used 2013 data, the most recent year with complete datasets.

After merging those datasets, we modeled wage ratios for eight different industries to approximate wage ratios at company level. We used the mean wages within the bottom 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles to extrapolate the wages of the top one percentile, fitting a third order polynomial to those percentiles to replicate the expected wage distribution up to the top 1% of wage earners. We restrained the polynomial at the bottom end to avoid dropping below minimum wage. We obtained wage ratios for these eight industries ranging from 3.98 (in construction) to 5.68 (in retail).

We assigned pre-determined wage ratios to another 10 industries, at levels that reflected our assumption that industry-wide wage ratios are likely to be higher than company-level ratios (because they include the lowest earners and the highest earners across the whole industry as opposed to within a given company). One remaining industry and state and local government were assigned the average ratio of 4.87. Government data proved challenging to integrate; first, because it is not differentiated into size categories; and second, because the education sector is reported within an industry category, rather than, as in the Governor’s report, as the “municipal government” sector. This may have led to underestimating the tax obligation of the public education
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sector, and to overestimating the tax rate of other government employers. We did not allocate any tax obligation to the federal government.

Keeping within the parameters of our data sources, the tax base we use to project revenue is smaller than our preferred tax base. The data includes only establishments subject to the Vermont Unemployment Compensation Law, whereas our preference would be to include every employer subject to withholding tax, which would generate additional revenue.

Unlike the Governor’s model, we do not cap the tax for wages in excess of $200,000, but we do cap the overall tax rate at 20%. To trend 2013 payroll data forward to 2017, we applied the same 2.48% payroll inflation rate used by the Administration.